APPENDIX - III

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PARENTAL PERCEPTION

1. PERSON-PERSON INTERACTION

i) Talks to all family members on his own

ii) Talks to a selected few

iii) Speaks only when he has compelling needs

iv) Speaks when initiated by others

v) Discusses his problems spontaneously with family members

vi) Prefers to remain seclusive even if it is not necessary

vii) Can cope with adverse comments

viii) Involves himself when the family is discussing something

2. RESPONSIBILITY

i) Accompanies others to the market/shops etc.

ii) Whenever there is any problem he offers valuable suggestion

iii) Helps older ones in their daily activities

iv) Is reluctant to help in small household activities

v) Feels embarrassed when he is asked to help others

vi) Does not depend on the family I the matters of personal expenses

vii) Is reluctant to take additional monetary responsibility

viii) Demands help in his need but prefers not to help others
3. CO-OPERATION

i Demands greater share of food due to his handicap

ii Is careful to see that everybody gets their need fulfilled

iii Whatever money is available to him he likes to spend on the family

iv Waits for his turn in favour of others

v Gets angry if he is not attended on time

vi Does not like to help others in time of crisis

vii Adjusts with family members if there is a shortage of space sometimes

viii Does not like to share his belonging with others

4. INTEGRATION

i Is not interested to participate in different family function/get together

ii Takes care of the older members

iii Tries to maintain family discipline

iv Is not upset if there is a quarrel at home

v Is respectful to the older members of the family

vi Does not abide by family tradition

vii Feels annoyed if the younger's tell lies

viii Doesn't feel proud of his own family

5. EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT

i Does not feel concerned if any member is in trouble

ii Likes to spend much time with the family

iii Never speaks odd about the family
iv  Does not care if any member of his family is ill
v  Is often critical about the family
vi  Nurses an ill member of the family if required
vii  Does not take interest in what the family does
viii  Feels unhappy if any member is in distress

6.  SELF HELP
i  Calls a doctor if any one ill
ii  Unable to identify his own clothes
iii  Does his bank job independently
iv  Cannot prepare simple breakfast if required
v  Cannot buy medicines without help
vi  Applies first-aid if there is a injury at home
vii  Cannot wash his own clothes
viii  Refuses unsolicited help firmly

7.  SOCIABILITY
i  Is polite with friends and neighbours
ii  Takes part in different community functions
iii  Feels irritable if there are visitors at home
iv  Has many friend
v  Dislikes to visit relatives house
vi  Prefers to be amongst his family
vii  Is not interested with what others do
viii  Doesn't prefer to invite guest frequently
8. PERSONALITY MAKE-UP

i  Is a lazy person

ii  Is always in good mood

iii  Gets depressed often

iv  Quarrels with the family members on small issues

v  Usually does not complain about own health

vi  Is anxious about his wellbeing

vii  Tries to be cheerful

viii  Has a positive outlook towards life

9. OVERALL PERCEPTION

i  God has been cruel to him

ii  Is a burden to the family due to impairment

iii  His future worries us

iv  It is not embarrassing to have an impaired person at home

v  Do not feel depressed due to his impairment

vi  The family does not expect him to meet any demands of the family

vii  Is an important person in our lives

viii  Will learn to cope with difficulties someday